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Abstract
Dance animations of a three-dimensional (3D)
character rendered with computer graphics
(CG) have been created by using motion capture
systems or 3DCG animation editing tools. Since
these methods require skills and a large amount
of work from the creator, automated choreog-
raphy synthesis system has been developed to
make dance motions much easier. However,
those systems are not designed to reflect artists’
preferred context of choreography into the
synthesized result. Therefore, supporting the
user’s preference is still important. In this pa-
per, we propose a novel dance creation system
that supports the user to create choreography
with their preferences. A user firstly selects a
preferred motion from the database, and then
assigns it to an arbitrary section of the music.
With a few mouse clicks, our system helps a
user to search for alternative dance motion that
reflects his or her preference by using relevance
feedback. The system automatically synthesizes
a continuous choreography with the constraint
condition that the motions specified by the user
are fixed. We conduct user studies and show
that users can create new dance motions easily
with their preferences by using the system.
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1 Introduction

Owing to the recent development of 3DCG
tools, 3D character dance animation has been
widely used in the entertainment field; for ex-
ample, in films and computer games, and even
for live performances in the form of “virtual
popstar”, a 3DCG character animation that pro-
jected on stage. Although there is a great neces-
sity for choreographic authoring tools for char-
acter dance animation, using 3DCG animation
editing tools still requires a large amount of
work, skill, and dance knowledge.

In light of the above, the automatic synthe-
sis of dance motion has been the method used
to construct a 3D character dance animation
with ease. However, fully automated synthe-
sis [1, 2] does not allow the animators to ex-
press their preferences. There are methods for
editing timing and speed of exercise in a motion
sequence [3]. Although these methods are use-
ful to reflect a user’s preference to choreography
or to edit the dance motion more specifically, it
is still insufficient when a user wants to replace
motion in a choreography with another one in
a specific part of the music. In this case, mo-
tion retrieval technique enables the animators to
choose the alternative motion which matches the
preference from the database. However, exist-
ing motion retrieval methods were insufficient
for the purpose, since they often place a large
burden on animators by requiring input motions
as queries by means of figure drawing [4, 5] or
motion capture devices such as Microsoft Kinect



sensors1 [6, 7].
The goal of this study is to provide an au-

thoring system for creating character dance ani-
mation with users’ preferences that does not re-
quire any knowledge of choreographic composi-
tion and variations, or skills for constructing CG
animations. Our approach consists of the fol-
lowing two steps: 1) the user assigns a preferred
motion obtained through our motion search al-
gorithm to an arbitrary section of the given mu-
sic. 2) our system automatically assigns mo-
tion segments from the database to the remain-
ing sections of the music so that the sequence
of motions matches the music input considering
the connectivity of the motion segments and the
climax level of music.

To implement the system, we address two
technical issues. The first one is how to enable
a user to easily search for the preferred motion
from the motion database. The second is how to
automatically synthesize a dance sequence un-
der the condition where the motions selected by
the user are fixed. We solve the first problem
by visually presenting motion sequences that
can be changed based on user’s relevance feed-
back [8] and the diversification framework [9].
It is difficult to judge whether a dance motion
is good or not without previewing a dance in
conjunction with a corresponding musical piece.
In our system, the user can view candidate se-
quences on the screen and find a preferred alter-
native motion with only a few mouse clicks. We
address the second issue filling the time between
fixed parts with reasonable dance motions auto-
matically selected from the database. We select
the motions by minimizing the sum of the tran-
sition cost function using Dijkstra’s algorithm.

The main contributions in this paper are as
follows.

1. We introduce a relevance feedback frame-
work in dance motion retrieval from the
dance motion capture database. Our
method enables a user to easily search for
the preferred dance motion.

2. Our method can automatically synthesize a
dance sequence considering the connectiv-
ity of the motion segments and how well a

1www.xbox.com/en-US/kinect

candidate motion segment matches a corre-
sponding piece of music.

3. We propose a new system for construct-
ing character dance animation considering
the animator’s preference. Results of a
user study with the system showed that par-
ticipants found the system to be suitable
for easily creating new dance motions with
their preferences.

2 Related Work

This section describes previous research relat-
ing to the two technical issues referred to above,
namely, motion retrieval methods and study of
automatic dance motion synthesis.

2.1 Motion Retrieval

In the past decade, motion retrieval technologies
have been advancing owing to the increasing
availability of large-scale motion databases2,3.
There are several ways to retrieve a desired mo-
tion sequence from a large-scale human motion
database, the simplest being the use of textual
description key-words as queries; for example,
“walking”, “jumping”, or more detailed sen-
tences such as “a kick of the left foot followed
by a punch” [10]. While this approach is in-
tuitive and efficient, it requires a large amount
of manual effort to annotate all the motion se-
quences in the database, and it is not suffi-
cient for retrieving certain desired dance mo-
tion sequences, because some dance motions
do not have appropriate names. To overcome
these limitations, many researchers have studied
the content-based human motion retrieval meth-
ods [6, 7, 11]. With those approaches, the de-
sired motion sequences are retrieved by submit-
ting a similar motion sequence as a query using
simple and easy motion capture devices such as
Microsoft Kinect sensors or the Perception Neu-
ron4. However, it is still difficult to acquire the
appropriate motion sequences as a query, espe-
cially when a user wishes to retrieve a dance mo-
tion sequence, because these often include com-
plex or difficult motions and it is necessary to

2http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu
3http://smile.uta.edu/hmd/
4https://neuronmocap.com



be able to perform such movements. To acquire
the appropriate motion sequences as a query,
a puppet interface [12] and sketch-based inter-
faces [4, 5, 13] have been proposed. However,
submitting a motion sequence by using the pup-
pet interface or sketching a person’s movement
is not easy for a general user.

Moreover, these approaches are premised on
the clarity of user’s information desire. They
cannot accommodate unclear requests of a user,
such as searching for a dance motion sequence
by matching an expected image to a piece of
music. Exploratory search [14] is effective for
accommodating such unclear requests. The ex-
ploratory search system [15, 16] needs to be de-
signed so that it is tailored to a purpose and tar-
geted users. For example, Bernard et al. [15]
presented an exploratory search system in close
collaboration with the targeted users, who were
researchers working on human motion synthesis
and analysis, including a summative field study.
However, an exploratory dance motion search
system for constructing character dance anima-
tion matching input music has not yet been es-
tablished. Our dance motion search system en-
ables the user to search a wide variety of motion
sequences without in-depth knowledge of dance.

2.2 Dance Motion Synthesis

The mainstream of generating dance motion
from input music is uncovering the relation-
ships between existing dances and their ac-
companying music. Musical contents such as
tempo [17], acoustic beat features [1, 18], pitch
and chord [19], and melodic contour [20], have
been used to analyze these relationships, in ad-
dition to combinations of acoustic features [21]
and structural similarity [22]. These approaches
construct a dance sequence by concatenating
segments of existing dances. A method to gener-
ate dance choreography automatically using ma-
chine learning is introduced [2] and it enables
various dance motions that are not included in
existing motion databases to be generated.

However, in our proposed system, these meth-
ods cannot automatically synthesize a sequence
under the constraint condition that the motions
chosen by the user are fixed. The dance syn-
thesis method proposed by Xu et al. [23] has
the potential to overcome the problem described

Figure 1. Overview of the system

above. The authors appliedMotion Graphs[24]
to motion synthesis for synchronization with
streaming music.Motion Graphsis a method
for creating realistic, controllable motions us-
ing the structural expression of relations among
small bits of motion. The dance synthesis
method introducedSynchronization Capacityto
ensure that the duration of the generated motion
matches with the duration of the input music.
However, this constraint often causes the same
movement to be generated repeatedly, because
of a transitable loop of nodes permanently be-
ing passed. We define the transition cost func-
tion between motion segments, considering the
connectivity of motion segments and how well
a candidate motion segment matches a corre-
sponding piece of music. Then, the filling dance
motions are selected by minimizing the transi-
tion cost function using Dijkstra’s algorithm. In
this way, our method automatically synthesizes
a dance sequence without a loop of nodes be-
ing made, under the constraint condition that the
motions selected by the user are fixed.

3 Choreographic Authoring
System

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the system.
Firstly, the user of the system assigns a preferred
motion to any part of the input music timeline
(Fig. 1, 1⃝). Dance motions that correspond to
other parts of the music are then synthesized



automatically, so that the movements are con-
nected naturally (Fig. 1,2⃝). Secondly, the user
selects the parts he or she wishes to fix or change
in a generated sequence of dance (Fig. 1,3⃝).
The part the user wishes to change is then re-
placed with other preferred motions from the
database (Fig. 1,4⃝). Dance motions that cor-
respond to other parts in the music are updated
automatically (Fig. 1, 5⃝). Finally, these steps
are repeated in order to compose a new dance
motion considering the user’s preference.

There are two technical challenges to realiz-
ing the proposed system, as described in Sec-
tion 1. We describe the solution in Sections 4
and 5. Motion segments in the database are
obtained by separating existing dance motions5

at every four beats. Although automatic dance
motion segmentation methods based on choreo-
graphic primitives are proposed [25], we do not
use them owing to insufficient accuracy of them.

4 Dance Search System Using
Relevance Feedback

Our approach described in Sections 4 and 5 is
constructed under the following two hypothe-
ses built by Shiratori et al. [1]: 1) the rhythm
of dance motions is synchronized to that of mu-
sic. 2) the intensity of dance motions is synchro-
nized to that of music.

In this section, we describe how our system
enables users to easily search for preferred mo-
tions from the motion database. For most users,
it is difficult to judge whether a dance motion is
good or not without previewing it with a cor-
responding musical piece. In our system, the
user can view candidate sequences on a screen
and simply choose the preferred one. Our sys-
tem enables the user to re-retrieve motion data
using relevance feedback [8]. During the early
phases of feedback, our system expands the va-
riety of candidates, and gradually converges as
the number of re-retrievals increases. We uti-
lize the diversification framework proposed by
Dou et al. [9] to select candidates with simul-
taneous consideration of a candidate’s relevance
to the corresponding piece of music and motions
already selected. Then + 1-th motion segment

5http://www.perfume-global.com/

mn+1 is given by

mn+1 =argmax
m∈U\Sn

{ρ · rel(q,m)

+ (1− ρ) · Φ(m,Sn, Ll)}.
(1)

Sn is the set of motion segments already recom-
mended by the system andLl is the set of motion
segments the user likes.U is the universal set of
motion segments in the database.ρ (0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1)
is the parameter that controls the tradeoff be-
tween rel(q,m) and Φ(m,Sn, Ll). rel(q,m)
represents the relation between the candidate
motion segmentm and the corresponding piece
of musicq. We use the root mean square (RMS)
mean of each musical bar as the music feature
and the motion intensity (as defined by Eq. (2))
mean of each motion segment as the motion fea-
ture. We define the motion intensityW as the
linear sum of the approximated instantaneous
speed calculated from the position of the joints:

W (f) =
∑
i

αi · ∥ẋi∥ (2)

whereαi is the regularization factor for thei-
th joint. ∥ẋi∥ is the Euclidean norm of the
approximated instantaneous velocity of thei-th
joint. These regularization parameters depend
on which parts we recognize as being important
for dance expression.Φ(m,Sn, Ll) controls the
variety of candidates. We defineΦ(m,Sn, Ll)
as follows:

Φ(m,Sn, Ll) = τ ·min{D(m,mi)|mi ∈ Sn}
+ (1− τ) ·max{Sim(m,mj)|mj ∈ Ll}

(3)

whereD(m,mi) andSim(m,mi) represent the
dissimilarity and the similarity betweenm and
mi, respectively.Sim(m,mi) is calculated us-
ing the method proposed by Wang et al. [7].
D(m,mi) is given by D(m,mi) = 1 −
Sim(m,mi). τ is the parameter that controls the
diversity of candidates and is given by{

τ0 = 1
τk = 19

20τk−1 (k = 1, 2, · · ·) (4)

wherek is the number of feedback instances.
As the number of re-retrievals increases,τ de-
creases, thereby contracting the variety of can-
didates.



Figure 2. Automatic synthesis of a dance se-
quence using Dijkstra’s algorithm.
The red bold lines show the route min-
imizing the sum of the cost functions.

5 Automatic Synthesis of a Dance
Sequence

Our system automatically synthesizes a dance
sequence matched to input music, with the con-
straint condition that the motions selected by the
user are fixed. Therefore, the user is able to fo-
cus on the parts that he or she has a strong pref-
erence for of the input music timeline.

First, the user assigns a preferred motion
obtained through our dance search system de-
scribed in Section 4 to the parts with strong pref-
erence. Subsequently the system assigns mo-
tions from the motion database to other parts
of the music by considering the connectivity of
motion segments and how well a candidate mo-
tion segment matches a given piece of music.
The goal of this is to acquire the most appro-
priate motion segment sequence. The rhythm
of the candidate dance motion segments is syn-
chronized to that of the input music by resizing
the motion segments. The motion segment se-
quence that minimizes the sum of the transition
cost functionC is obtained by using Dijkstra’s
algorithm (Fig. 2). The transition cost function
from the motion segmentsA toB is given by

C(A,B) = β·Cconnect(A,B)

+ (1− β) · Cmusic(q,B).
(5)

β (0 ≤ β ≤ 1) is the parameter that con-
trols the tradeoff betweenCconnect(A,B) and

Cmusic(q,B). Cconnect(A,B) analyzes the con-
nectivity from motion segmentsA to B, while
Cmusic(q,B) analyzes how well the intensity of
the motion segmentB matches that of the cor-
responding piece of musicq. These evaluation
functions are described in detail in Sections 5.1
and 5.2.

5.1 Evaluating the Climax Level of Music

In the evaluation functionCmusic(q,B), to an-
alyze how well the intensity of the motion seg-
mentB matches that of the corresponding piece
of musicq, we use the climax level analysis of
music proposed by Sato et al. [26]. The au-
thors calculate the temporal climax transition of
a piece of musicAs(t) using music features such
as RMS energy,∆RMS energy, roughness, and
spectral flux. They select music features from
MIR toolbox Ver. 1.3 [27].

We use the temporal climax transition, nor-
malized to values ranging from 0 to 1.

A′
s(t) =

As(t)

maxAs(t)
(6)

Then, we calculate the means ofA′
s(t) in each

of the music bars, andCmusic(q,B) is given by

Cmusic(q,B) =
∣∣A′

s(t, q)−A′
s(t, q

B)
∣∣ . (7)

A′
s(t, q) represents the mean ofA′

s(t) in the
music barq. A′

s(t, q
B) represents the mean of

A′
s(t) in the original music barqB correspond-

ing to the motion segmentB.

5.2 Connectivity Analysis of Motion
Segments

In the evaluation functionCconnect, we uti-
lize the connectivity analysis of motion seg-
ments [1]. We consider both the posture simi-
larity Spose and the movement similaritySmove.
The posture similaritySpose between theiA-th
frame of the motion segmentA and thejB-th
frame of the motion segmentB is defined as the
angular similarity of the link direction vectorsv:

Spose(i
A, jB) =

∑
l

γl ·(h(vl(i
A)) ·h(vl(j

B)))

(8)



Figure 3. Example of the choreographic author-
ing system screen

whereγl is the regularization factor for thel-th
link. Throughh, an input vectora is converted
to the unit vectora/|a|. The movement similar-
ity Smove is calculated as follows:

Smove(i
A, jB)

=
∑
l

γl · g[h(vl(j
B)− vl(i

A)) · h(v̇l(i
A))]

· g[h(vl(j
B)− vl(i

A)) · h(v̇l(j
B))]

(9)

where g[x] = x if x > 0, and g[x] =
0 otherwise. Here,v̇ is calculated from the
candidate motion segment. Thus, connectiv-
ity from motion segmentsA to B is given by
Cconnect(A,B) = 1/(Spose + Smove)

2.

5.3 Transition Motion Generation

The resulting motion sequence is obtained by
connecting the motion segment sequence using
cubic interpolation for the posture of a charac-
ter. For the position of the character, we pay
attention to the position relative to the ground,
to avoid effects such as sliding or floating in the
air.

6 Interface

The screenshot of the implemented user inter-
face of our system is shown in Fig. 3. The inter-
face includes basic viewing functions, such as
a window showing the dance sequence, func-
tions to load the input music, save, play and
stop/pause the generated video, and the input

Figure 4. (a) Example of interactive sequence
selection. Six different dance candi-
date sequences are previewed. The
upper-right and lower-right candidates
are selected by the user. (b) By click-
ing the search button, the dance se-
quence candidates are updated using
relevance feedback.

music timeline. A musical bar is used as the
unit to which the user assigns a preferred mo-
tion segment.

The interface also provides the following
functions for constructing a character dance an-
imation reflecting the user’s preferences.

Searching for a user preference dance mo-
tion segment:Fig. 4 shows how a user searches
for a preferred motion segment from the mo-
tion database. Upon clicking a musical bar to
which the user wishes to assign a motion seg-
ment, the system visually presents the user with
candidate sequences selected on the basis of the
sampling method described in Section 4. The
number of candidate sequences can be changed
from four to eight at an interval of two using
the “+” and “−” buttons (the default number is
six). Users can update candidate sequences re-
flect their preferences by clicking the search but-
ton after selecting one or more motion segments
they like. When the users find a preferred mo-
tion segment, they can assign it to the musical



Figure 5. Diversity of the candidates

bar by clicking the set button.
Generating a dance sequence matched to in-
put music: When the generate button is clicked,
the system automatically synthesizes a continu-
ous choreography with the constraint condition
that the motion segments are selected by the
user. The user can view the generated dance
sequence in the upper-right section of the inter-
face.

7 Experimental Results

7.1 Diversity of Candidates

We defined the diversity of candidates
as the mean of the dissimilarities be-
tween each pair of six sequence candidates
( 1
15

∑5
i=1

∑6
j=i+1D(mi,mj)). Fig. 5 portrays

the relationship between the diversity of can-
didates and the number of feedback instances.
As expected, the variety of candidates gradually
converges as the number of feedback iterations
is increased. However, the diversity of candi-
dates begins to increase after the number of
feedback iterations is 3. This is because the
motion segments selected as sequence candi-
dates previously are neglected, that is to say,
m ∈ U\Sn in Eq. (1). Ifm ∈ U\Sn is replaced
with m ∈ U , the user cannot update the dance
sequence candidates displayed in the screen by
clicking the search button after the combination
of the minimum mean of the dissimilarities
between each pair of sequence candidates is
displayed.

7.2 Resulting Dance Animation

To check the effectiveness of our dance synthe-
sis method in the system, we conducted a user
study. Twenty-three computer science students

Figure 6. Results of (Q1) and (Q2) for each
dance synthesis method.

participated in this study. The participants were
shown six dance animations in total.

As input, we used three pieces of music (one
piece of “Perfumeglobalsite sound” and two
pieces of “2U Night Drive”). Each piece of
music involved adding two types of generated
dance. These dance animations were generated
by using motion segments from the database,
with the constraint condition that the motions
specified by the user are fixed. Other than using
our method, motion segments were randomly
selected from the database. The synthesized mo-
tion sequence is obtained by connecting the mo-
tion segment sequence using cubic interpolation
as with our method. To evaluate satisfaction and
utility, after watching each of the video clips, the
participants were asked the following questions,

(Q1) Did you feel satisfied with the movements
of character body? (7-points Likert scale,
7: most satisfied; 1: least satisfied)

(Q2) Did you feel that the dance is matched to
the music? (7-points Likert scale, 7: most
satisfied; 1: least satisfied)

(Q3) When did you feel satisfied or dissatisfied
when watching the video? (open ended)

Fig. 6 shows the results of the questionnaire.
The results statistically proved that our method
outperforms random selection in terms of the
resulting movements quality of character body
(p-value was2.80 × 10−9 using the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test) and how well a dance matches
to input music (p-value was3.17 × 10−7 using
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test). In addition, the
result showed that our dance synthesis method
is effective in the system (the average score of
Q1 and Q2 were 5.67 and 5.39 respectively).

On the other hand, a participant who has ex-
perience of dancing provided a negative com-



Figure 7. An example result of generated dance motion. The motions that a user selects are within
orange frames. The system automatically synthesizes a continuous choreography with the
constraint condition that the motions selected by the user are fixed. The duration of the
resulting dance is 32 beats (approximately 14.77 sec) and the screenshots are taken at two
beat (approximately 0.92 sec) intervals.

ment about the dance synthesized by our method
as follows.

“ I felt slightly dissatisfied with the quality of
the dance owing to lack of choreographic
coherence on the same music structure.”

To improve the quality of a synthesized dance,
it is effective to consider how well a choreo-
graphic structure matches to a music structure.
The dance animations generated by our system
are shown in Fig. 7.

7.3 User Feedback about the System

In this section, we discuss the early reactions of
our targeted users who are interested in seeing
a dance without any knowledge of choreogra-
phy and any experience of making 3D anima-
tion. The number of them was about 20 people
or more. We asked them to use our user inter-
face or to observe authoring choreography after
sufficiently describing the purpose of our system
and how to use our interface.

Most of them felt that the computing time of
generating a dance sequence is short enough to
operate without causing stress to the user. On
the other hand, some others presented improve-
ments to our interface. They felt that the time-
line without visualizing the music structure and
the state of being unable to browse a history
of past searches are inconvenient. Visualizing

the input music structure estimated automati-
cally and implementation of the search history
function are our future work. In addition, an-
other user presented new functions to import an
arbitrary character model data, stage and back-
ground, since he felt that the suitable choreogra-
phy varies by character or scene.

Many of them agree with our motivation to
develop this program. Moreover, they had an
interest in the system and told us they want to
use it. Some of them felt that it is magnificent
to enable people who cannot dance to create a
choreography, since only someone who has an
enough skill to dance is permitted to create the
choreography, previously.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a novel system
for choreographic authoring for character dance
animation. To consider in implementing the sys-
tem, we have provided the dance search system
using relevance feedback and automatic synthe-
sis of a dance sequence considering the connec-
tivity of the dance motion segments and how
well a candidate motion segment matches a cor-
responding piece of music. With this system,
we can create new dance performances that con-
sider the user’s preference in the virtual space.

However, since the variety of the choreog-



raphy of the synthesized dance depends on the
dance motion database, it is important to expand
the database. In addition, to improve the quality
of a resulting dance, it is effective to consider
how well a choreographic structure matches to a
music structure. Furthermore, it is important to
improve our interface in ways such as the visu-
alization of the music structure that is estimated
automatically [28] and the implementation of
the search history function as future works.

This paper should be regarded as being the
new initiative addressing a challenging problem
in the animation community. It can enhance the
quality of dance creation for the people in need
and facilitate creative activities.
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